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Efficient Generation of H2 by Splitting Water with an Isothermal Redox Cycle

Prof. Alan W. Weimer, University of Colorado

October 21, 2013 from 17.15 hrs in HG F 30 (aperitif after the lecture)

Hydrogen is an attractive fuel as it only produces water when burned and can be used in highly efficient 
fuel cells, but it must be derived from some other chemical source, preferably a renewable one such as 
water. Splitting water (H2O) into hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2) can be achieved by direct thermolysis, 
for example, by solar thermal water splitting (STWS), which stores solar energy as H2 at high theoreti-
cal maximum efficiencies. Unfortunately, direct thermolysis requires temperatures exceeding 2700°C 
that are impractical for industrial processes. However, two-step thermochemical H2O splitting based on 
metal oxide reduction/oxidation (redox) cycles produces appreciable amounts of H2 at the more techni-
cally feasible reduction temperatures of 1200° to 1500°C. In traditional two-step temperature swing 
solar water splitting (TSWS), O2 is generated by the reduction of a metal oxide during a high tempera-
ture step according to the reaction: MOx ® MOx-δ + δ/2 O2. The second step involves lowering the tempe-
rature and exposing the reduced metal oxide to water, which reoxidizes the metal oxide and produces 
H2 according to reaction 2: MOx-δ + δ H2O  ®   δ H2 +  MOx.
 One major advantage of this approach is that although the complete cycle produces H2 and O2 from H2O, 
they are produced in two separate steps, thus simplifying separation.  Traditional thermodynamic analy-
sis treats the process as a closed system and suggests that a substantial temperature difference bet-
ween the oxidation and reduction steps is necessary to split water. However, large temperature swings 
between the reduction and oxidation steps cause thermodynamic inefficiencies from the irreversible 
heat losses incurred upon cooling of the active material to the oxidation temperature and the heat 
required to solely reheat the active material to its reduction temperature. Additionally, thermal stresses 
arising from the rapid thermal cycling of the system over large temperature differences present engi-
neering and materials challenges in the design of high-temperature solar-driven redox systems.  Howe-
ver, contrary to widely accepted redox gas splitting theory, we demonstrate that a change in tempera-
ture between reduction and oxidation steps is unnecessary, and that isothermal water splitting (ITWS) 
driven by swings in steam partial pressure not only produces H2, but outperforms traditional TSWS and 
provides an opportunity for expanding renewable H2 generation. Experimental results are presented to 
validate the theory.
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